Be Anything (But be Mine)

Irving Gordon

F7+  Bb  Bbm  F

Be a beggar, be a thief, be my sunshine or my

Abdim  Gm7  C7  F

grief, Be Anything but darling, be mine.

Bb9  F  F7+  Bb  Bbm  F

Be a wise man, be a fool, treat me tender or be

Abdim  Gm7  C7  F9

cruel, Be Anything, but darling, be mine.

Bb  A  A7  D7  G7

Climb to the top of the ladder, be master of all you sur-

C7  Dm  Dm7  G7  Gm7

vey. Fail and it still doesn’t matter. If you love me every-thing is O.

C9#5  F7+  Bb  Bbm  F

K. Be the angel of my pray’rs, be the devil who

D7+  G7  Gm7  C7  F  Bb6  F

cares, Be Anything, but darling, be mine.